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Discovery of  sQGP 

q  Jet quenching: 

²  Very significant suppression of   
     particle yield at high pT in  
     central heavy ion collisions  

q  Partonic collectivity: 

²  Strong collective flow, even for   
     multi-strange hadrons (Φ,Ω) 

²  Flow is driven by number-of  
     constituent-quark (NCQ) in hadrons 

² No suppression in dA collisions  



Suppression of  Jets 

Same suppression 
as leading hadron 

Narrow jet 

Similar RAA 

q  Jets vs. 
     leading  
     hadron: 



Jets algorithms and cone size 

Klein-Boesing@ 香山会议 

Ratio is consistent with vacuum jets for peripheral and central collisions  

²  “footprints” or “trace” of  quarks and gluons 

q  Jets: 

Z-axis 

q 

d 

d ²  Inclusive cross section with limited phase space 

²  Parton jets vs. hadron jets 



Where does the lost energy go? 

²  Small angle 
     in/near cone 

²  Broaden the jet 

²  Thermalize with the medium: 

q  Medium induced radiation: 

No suppression if  the cone is bigger enough!  

Radiation is gone! 

Jet cone dependence! 

q  Where does the lost energy go? 

We do not know, since we did not keep track of  every particles 

q  What if  we do keep track of  every particles? 

We should know the full event shape! 



Event shapes 

q  Event shapes are theoretically cleaner: 

q  Thrust, as an example: 

T = maxt̂
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²  Two jet configurations obtained in the limit:   

T → 1

²  Resummation of  logarithms of  (1-T), corresponds to a resummation 
     of  the jet veto logs   

²  Structure of  resummation is simpler, no jet algorithm dependence 
     ( jet algorithm dependence begins at NNLO with two emissions)  



N-Jettiness 

(Stewart, Tackmann, Waalewijin) 

q  Event structure: 
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q  N-Jettiness: 

Allows for an event-shape based analysis of  multi-jets events 
 (a generalization of  Thrust)  

q  N-infinitely narrow jets (jet veto): 

As a limit of  N-Jettiness:  τN → 0

The sum include all final-state hadrons excluding more than N jets  



N-Jettiness – implementation 



N-Jettiness – SCET 



Jet production as a probe of  nuclear effect 
Kang, Metz, Qiu, Zhou, PRD (2011) 



Event shapes for DIS 



Single jet production in DIS 
Kang, Mantry, Qiu 

View in center of  mass frame 



1-Jettiness event shape 



Three ways to define the 1-jettiness 

Lee@SCET2013 



Three ways to define the 1-jettiness 

Direction of   
scattered quark  
at lowest order  



Three ways to define the 1-jettiness 

Electron direction 



Energy scales 



Tree-level 1-jettiness distribution 
Kang, Mantry, Qiu, PRD (2012) 



Factorization 



Factorization steps for 1-Jettiness 

Lee@SCET2013 



Factorization steps for 1-Jettiness 



Factorization steps for 1-Jettiness 



Factorization steps for 1-Jettiness 



Factorized cross section 



Differences between the three definitions 

Lee@SCET2013 



Power corrections 



Resummation 



1-jettiness and rapidity distribution 

Proton case 



Scale variations 



Nuclear PDFs 



Nuclear modification factor for Uranium 



1-jettiness distribution for nuclei 

Leading power case 

See appendices of  arXiv: 1303.3063 for details on each functions  
and their evolutions 



1-jettiness distribution for various nuclei 



Jet rapidity distributions for various nuclei 



Isolating nuclear effect 



Jet rapidity: Nuclei over Proton 



Summary 

q  Event shapes based analysis can be a useful tool to probe 
     gluon shower and induced radiation 

q  Allows for jet shape analysis, and also gives information on 
     wide-angle soft radiation 

q  Probe nuclear dynamics through distributions in multiple 
     dimensional space: 

q  Leading power results given with NNLL resummation  
     for various nuclear targets  

q  Many directions can be pursued with event shape analysis … 

Thank you! 





Non-perturbative region 



Jet shape analysis 


